The dynamic and melting processes of a ridge-centred plume have been investigated in a companion paper by Ruedas et al. (hereafter referred to as Paper I) in a set of 3-D numerical fluid dynamic models with varying plume excess temperatures and melt extraction thresholds. In Paper I, the modelled thickness of the generated crust has been compared to observations of the Icelandic crust. Using the results of those plume models magnetotelluric (MT) transfer functions and seismic velocity anomalies are predicted in this paper. Together with Paper I, a dynamically consistent set of geophysical observables of a ridge-centred plume is presented and applied to Iceland.
INTROD U C T I O N
A ridge-centred hotspot such as Iceland is characterized by extensive volcanism and correspondingly highly anomalous crust production (e.g. White & McKenzie 1995) . However, rock parameters such as the electrical conductivity or the seismic velocity do not show comparably dramatic anomalies (Beblo et al. 1983; Wolfe et al. 1997) . A combined approach is necessary to reconcile the dynamics and melting processes of a ridge-centred plume with observable structural parameters. In a companion paper (Ruedas et al. 2004) , hereafter called Paper I, we investigated the dynamics and melting processes of a ridge-centred plume by numerical modelling. Depending on critical parameters, such as the excess temperature of the plume or the melt extraction threshold, crustal production rates have been modelled, resulting in crustal thicknesses of large variability. The estimated crustal thicknesses from seismic and gravity observations (e.g. Darbyshire et al. 2000) imposed constraints on the dynamic plume parameters (Paper I). Using the dynamically consistent models of Paper I, this paper aims at the prediction of magnetotelluric (MT) transfer functions and anomalous seismic velocities. The predicted values may then be compared to observations and will be used for joint interpretations of seismic, MT and crustal thickness data. As such predictions will be carried out for a variety of different dynamic plume parameters, they may also provide important tools for interpretations of geophysical observables of other plumes.
The structure beneath Iceland has been investigated using MTs (Beblo & Björnsson 1978 , 1980 Beblo et al. 1983; Hersir et al. 1984; Eysteinsson & Hermance 1985) , seismology (Wolfe et al. 1997; Bijwaard & Spakman 1999; Ritsema et al. 1999; Foulger et al. 2001; Rhodes & Davies 2001; Allen et al. 2002) and seismics and gravity (see Darbyshire et al. 2000) . MT signals are controlled by the electrical conductivity distribution, which is a strong function of the temperature, melt fraction and melt connectivity (Schmeling 1986; Roberts & Tyburczy 1999) . Seismic velocities depend on these properties in a different way (e.g. Schmeling 1985b; Karato 1993; Takei 2000) , thus joint interpretations of these observables can increase our knowledge about thermally anomalous regions. In an early first attempt, Schmeling (1985a) tried to apply this approach to seismic and electric data of Iceland. However, at that time, the thickness of the Icelandic crust was not yet known and seismic tomography models of the plume hardly existed (see Tryggvason et al. 1983) . Furthermore, the electrical conductivity data were based on relatively short period MT observations, restricting the depth resolution to the crust. During the last decade a broad discussion has been triggered about the thickness of the Icelandic crust and the existence of the plume: seismic tomography has been developed extensively (Wolfe et al. 1997; Foulger et al. 2001 ; Allen et al. 2002) and long-period MT measurements have been carried out (König 1999; Salat 2002) . Thus new and better results give rise to an improved geodynamic modelling. In the following, we will establish a set of dynamically consistent plume observables. As a first step, dynamic models of a rising ridge-centred plume with melting and melt extraction are developed. They are discussed in detail in Paper I, a short summary is given in Section 2. To relate results from the geodynamic models, such as temperature and melt fraction, to geophysical observables, rock physics relations are compiled and derived in Section 3. Using these relations, distributions of the electrical conductivity and seismic velocities of different dynamic plume models are presented in Section 4. The predictions will be discussed together with the results of the crustal thickness of Paper I. Comparing the model results to existing observations, a plausible plume model will be derived from which future observations can be estimated.
DYNA M I C M O D E L S
Melting in a ridge-centred plume has been studied in Paper I using 3-D geodynamic modelling. In a model box of 660 km depth, the equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy have been solved for a two-phase solid-melt system with the viscosity depending on temperature and depth. While the plume was initiated at the bottom of the model by prescribing the plume influx with a volume flux of 1.45 km 3 yr −1 (for a detailed discussion of the volume flux and comparison with previous estimate see Paper I) and a certain excess temperature T P in 200 km depth, the kinematic boundary condition at the surface represents a ridge with a half spreading rate of 1 km 3 yr −1 . When the melt exceeds a given critical value ϕ ex , it is removed from the interior and put on top of the model increasing the thickness of the crust. The potential temperature of the mantle was assumed to be 1410
• C, see Paper I for more details. A dynamic plume reference model (DPRM) was defined by T P = 135 K and ϕ ex = 0.01. As an example, Fig. 1(a) shows the anomalous temperature field of that plume, with respect to the normal spreading ridge area, and the resulting melt fraction. It should be noted that the temperature anomaly within the plume head is considerably reduced as a result of cooling by consumption of the latent heat of melting. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , melt fractions of approximately 1 per cent are present both in the normal spreading region and in a much larger region within the plume head. The plume parameters T P and ϕ ex were varied independently, yielding a set of dynamic models. Depending on these parameters, the resulting crustal thickness h was estimated for (near) steady state conditions. The models and the main results of Paper I are summarized in Table 1 . From these results it becomes clear that only slight Table 1 suggests that the DPRM as well as plumes with either higher T P and higher ϕ ex or lower T P and lower ϕ ex may roughly explain the observed Icelandic crustal thicknesses. However, as discussed in Paper I, models with high ϕ ex fail to produce a reasonable normal oceanic crust. In the following, further constraints on the dynamic and melting parameters will be obtained by invoking additional observables such as the electrical conductivity and the seismic velocities. This will be achieved by using the 3-D temperature and melt fraction fields of the dynamic models listed in Table 1 together with the rock physics relations derived in the following section. The variables used in this paper are summarized in Table 2 .
ROCK PHYS I C S R E L AT I O N S
The electrical conductivity, seismic velocity and attenuation depend on different thermodynamic and melting parameters. In this respect the temperature, melt fraction and melt connectivity are most important. Pressure effects are generally small, compositional effects might be large, but here we start from the assumption of an initially compositional homogeneous plume and are interested in the anomalous quantities. In the following, we describe the physical expressions used to convert the parameters of the geodynamic plume models into observable field values.
Electrical conductivity
In this section we describe the method used to calculate the spatial distribution of the effective electrical conductivity from a 3-D temperature and melt fraction field provided by the dynamic models. The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of solid mantle rock is given by the Arrhenius relation based on laboratory experiments with olivine (Shankland & Waff 1977; Constable et al. 1992) :
where E σ = 1.5 eV is the activation energy, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and σ 0 = 150 S m −1 is the asymptotic high temperature conductivity. The electrical conductivity as a function of temperature for basaltic melts has been measured by Waff & Weill (1975) and Tyburczy & Waff (1983) . It is characterized essentially by an Arrhenius relationship similar to that of solid olivine, but shifted to significantly higher values. A good approximation for the conductivity of the melt is σ f = ∼400 · σ s . The effective conductivity of partially molten peridotite has been measured in the laboratory by several authors [Berckhemer et al. 1982; Tyburczy & Waff 1983; Roberts & Tyburczy 1999; Maumus et al. 2004] . However, it is difficult to separate the influence of temperature, melt fraction, oxygen fugacity and composition from these measurements. To explain the application of an extraction threshold, a model with a reduced degree of connectivity is necessary. Therefore, we use a theoretical model of the effective conductivity of a two-phase system (Schmeling 1986) .
If P (0 ≤ P ≤ 1) is the connectivity of the melt (see appendix A for the exact definition and further details), a good approximation of the effective conductivity σ eff for reduced connectivity is the geometric mean [i.e. the arithmetic mean of the logarithms weighted with P and (1 − P)]:
where σ HS+ is the upper Hashin-Shtrikman bound and σ iso is the conductivity of a system with isolated melt inclusions. Eq. (2) has been empirically verified for resistor network models (Madden 1976) . For a particular aspect ratio, the T-and ϕ-dependent electrical conductivity can be calculated by eq. (2). The question arises which aspect ratio should be used for the particular plume models. In the dynamic plume models, different extraction thresholds ϕ ex were taken. As the melt for ϕ > ϕ ex is extracted, the system has the state of perfect connectivity for ϕ = ϕ ex . This condition corresponds to P = 1 or N = N max = 4. Thus, inserting ϕ ex and N max into eq. (A2) (see Appendix) we can determine the corresponding aspect ratio A. This procedure resulted in aspect ratios for the different extraction thresholds summarized in Table 3 . The model without melt extraction contains a maximum melt fraction of 28 per cent; thus, this value was used for determining the corresponding aspect ratio.
As an example, the resulting relation between the effective conductivity and temperature including variable melt fractions is shown in Fig. 2 (a) for batch melting and in Fig. 2(b) for three different values of ϕ ex . In this figure, the temperature dependent melt fraction has been taken from the melting model used for the dynamic plume (see Paper I for details) at a pressure of 1.7 GPa (corresponding to around 50 km depth). In Figs 2(a) and (b), one can clearly identify the subsolidus part of the curve (to the right of the rectangle, representing eq. (1), the partially molten part for different aspect ratios (within the rectangle, cf. eq. (2) and the Hashin-Shtrikman curve (straight lines to the left of the rectangle, cf. eq. A4 in the Appendix). On the right-hand side of Figs 2(a) and (b) the magnified middle parts (rectangles) of these curves are shown to identify the differences between the curves. It should be noted that in Fig. 2 a unique relation between temperature and melt fraction has been used (batch melting), while in the following models temperature and melt fraction have to be considered separately because of melt extraction. As a result of the melting process, the solid rock residues are depleted in certain minerals. In the following discussion, we estimate the effect of mantle rock iron depletion on the electrical conductivity. In Tyburczy & Fisler (1995) , the conductivity-temperature dependency for olivines of different compositions is shown. For Fo 80 and Fo 90 it is log 10 σ Table 3 ). For every ϕ ex there are two curves, whereby the lower undulating curve, respectively, shows the case including mantle rock depletion. In the magnified middle parts of these curves on the right-hand side, the different states of melting (solid, partially molten with reduced connectivity, Hashin-Shtrikman conditions) are marked with the corresponding equations. For further explanation see text.
where Mg# is the Mg number. Because iron-rich phases melt first, the melting process is characterized by a decreasing Fe number: Jordan (1979, table 6 ) it is possible to deduce
where f is the degree of melting (or depletion). With this, we can write the variation of log 10 σ s with the degree of melting f :
To find the variation of log 10 σ s with temperature:
The second term is equal to dlog 10 σ s old /dT, where σ s old is the conductivity for olivine calculated from eq. (1). We additionally need the derivative df /dT, which we obtain by differentiating the equation that describes the dependency f (T) given by McKenzie & Bickle (1988, eq. 21 ). This yields
with a 0 = 0.4256, a 1 = 2.988 and
where T s and T l are the solidus and liquidus temperatures, respectively, defined in Paper I. Now we can rewrite eq. (3):
Integration yields an approximative formula:
The new values for σ s were used to calculate new values for the conductivity σ HS+ that take into account depletion. The resulting relations between conductivity and temperature are also shown in Fig. 2 (b) for three different values of ϕ ex . These curves run beneath the lines for the case without depletion for temperatures above the solidus. For ϕ ex = 0.1 per cent the curve undulates and the difference to the normal curve is substantial. For increasing ϕ ex , the undulations and differences decrease so that for ϕ ex = 3 per cent the discrepancies are negligible.
Seismic velocities
Seismic velocities depend on pressure, temperature, melt fraction and composition (e.g. Sobolev et al. 1996; Goes et al. 2000) . Typical pressure-dependent variations of V P and V S at dynamic pressures of the order of 10 MPa are of the order 0.01 per cent or less and therefore they are neglected. The dependence of seismic velocities on lithostatic pressure is eliminated by taking the velocities with respect to a reference velocity profile. Following Karato (1993) , the temperature influence is separated into an anharmonic and an anelastic contribution. For temperature deviations δT
is a reference temperature profile, taken for a 20 Myr old lithosphere), the velocity variation δV hspace-1.5pt P,S (x, y, z) = V P,S (x, y, z) − V P,Sref (z) can be written as
where Q −1 P,S is the seismic absorption for P and S waves, respectively, which has the form (Jackson et al. 2000 )
A is a pre-exponential factor, a is the grain size, m is the power of the grain size dependence, ω is the seismic angular frequency, q is the power of the frequency dependence of Q, E Q is the activation energy and R is the gas constant. For typical upper-mantle conditions and neglecting bulk attenuation, we have Q
S . Following Karato (1993) , the first term of eq. (5) is
where α is the thermal expansivity and is the density. From experimental determinations (∂ ln V P /∂ ln ) p = 2.1 and (∂ln V S / ∂ln ) p = 2.5 (Christensen 1989) . The depth dependence of eq. (7) can be approximated from thermodynamic relations by
where γ D = 1.26 is the Debye-Grüneisen parameter, C V = 1250 J kg −1 K −1 is the specific heat at constant volume, 0 = 3500 kg m −3 is the reference density, K T 0 = 129 GPa is the isothermal bulk modulus at the surface, z is the depth and c 1 = 4.133 · 10 −7 m −1 , c 2 = 1.18 · 10 −12 m −2 are parameters derived from fitting a second-order polynomial of K T / to PREM within the depth interval 25 to 660 km. Eqs (7) and (8) show that the temperature dependence of V P,S becomes weaker with increasing depth.
The anelastic contribution can be determined from experimental Q measurements on polycrystalline olivine using A = 12.6 m m s −q , m = 0.33, q = 0.25, E Q = 430 kJ mol −1 (Jackson et al. 2000) , as well as typical grain sizes of a = 0.001-0.01 m and seismic frequencies of ω/(2π) = 22-0.1 Hz, respectively. The pressure dependence of Q has not been determined up to now except for ultrasonic waves up to a pressure of 730 MPa (30 km depth; Sato et al. 1989) . Nevertheless, extrapolation to greater depths (pressures) is done by normalizing Q to its value at the melting temperature of Fo 90 and accounting for the pressure dependence of Q along the solidus temperature (Sato et al. 1989) . It should be noted that the solidus temperature of olivine (90 per cent Mg, 10 per cent Fe) is used because the Q data are based on olivine. Thus, for a given p, T, the normalized temperatureT = T /T s ( p) is determined and the extrapolated Q ext is obtained from
The parameter p 0 describing the pressure dependence is adjusted to fit an observed Q profile (Widmer et al. 1991 ) for a reference temperature distribution. The best fit was obtained for p 0 = 1 GPa. Based on the formulation above, Fig. 3 show maps of temperatureinduced V P and V S anomalies as a function of depth and temperature. Along the reference temperature profile the velocity anomaly is 0, of course. At 100 km depth, V S and V P variations are approximately −1 per cent per 64 and 94 K, and near 300 km depth we have −1 per cent per 95 and 123 K, respectively. Thus a plume with 200 K excess temperature should be seen approximately as a −3 and −2 per cent V S and V P anomaly at 100 km depth, and at 300 km depth as a −2.1 and −1.6 per cent V S and V P anomaly, respectively.
The effect of partial melts on the seismic velocities has been investigated by a number of studies. In most studies, the geometrical distribution of melt has been assumed by mathematically idealized shapes (O'Connell & Budiansky 1977; Mavko 1980; Schmeling 1985b ). In the model of Takei (1998) , the effective moduli are based on grain boundary contiguity and thus relate to the dihedral angle between melt and solid grains. This model could be verified by laboratory measurements (Takei 2000) . Only a few studies used realistic partial melt geometries (Zippel 1996; Hammond & Humphreys 2000) . In the numerical models of Zippel (1996) , realistic melt geometries have been taken from photographs of thin sections of partially molten peridotite with various melt fractions (Faul 1997) . These photographs have been transformed into 2-D purely elastic finite element grids, assuming different bulk moduli (66, 20 GPa) for matrix and melt, as well as different shear moduli (40, 0 GPa, respectively). These setups have been subjected to external compression and shear, and the effective moduli have been calculated for the different melt fractions. The moduli decrease roughly linearly as the melt fraction increases. From these effective moduli, seismic velocities could be calculated as a function of melt fraction ϕ only (i.e. for constant temperature), giving To first order, these velocities represent the unrelaxed state. While these decreases are smaller than those of Hammond & Humphreys (2000) , they agree well with the model and laboratory results of Takei (1998 Takei ( , 2000 , if a dihedral angle typical for the olivine-melt system is used.
PRED I C T E D G E O P H Y S I C A L O B S E RVA B L E S
Using the temperature and melt fraction fields obtained in the dynamic models of Paper I (cf. Table 1) together with the rock physics relations of the previous section, we now calculate synthetic fields of electrical conductivity and seismic velocity anomalies of the different plume models. Starting from the DPRM, we explore the parameter space in terms of observables in two directions: models 135-0.1, 135-3 and 135-100 show the effect of different extraction thresholds on MT and seismic observables, while models 50-1 and 220-1 describe the effect of different plume excess temperatures.
As we are interested in the seismic anomalies and the MT transfer functions of a well-developed plume, we have to compare our model plumes at appropriate model times. The model times are chosen in such a way that the crustal production rate has reached a rather steady value, which corresponds to stages at which the crustal thickness curves (see Paper I) have flattened out (i.e. 10 to 20 Myr after plume arrival).
Electrical conductivity and magnetotelluric transfer functions
In this section we will first determine and discuss the electrical conductivity distribution for the different plume models and then calculate the MT transfer function for a synthetic magnetic source field to decide if and under which conditions MT observations are sensitive to ridge-centred mantle plumes.
Electrical conductivity distribution
According to the discrete geodynamic models, there is a 3-D set of temperature and melt fraction values. Using eqs (1) to(2), a corresponding set of values for the effective electrical conductivity σ eff (corresponding to effective resistivity ρ eff ) is calculated. As the discretization of the geodynamic models is different from that of the MT models, the values have to be mapped into the new model cells. The finite difference code used for MT modelling (Mackie et al. 1994 ) demands a high number of cells to represent fine resolution in the vicinity of high conductivity contrasts or strong gradients. In the case of Iceland, the contrast between the conductivity of sea water (4 S m −1 ) and land (0.001 S m −1 ) therefore dominates the model design. Fig. 4(a) shows the gridding and the model resistivity distribution for the upper 1.5 km of the Icelandic plateau: the thick black lines (which are just a number of thin lines beneath graphical resolution) reflect the transition between sea and land, thus marking the coast of the island. The shape of Iceland is simplified forming three adjacent rectangles with high resistivity. The three horizontal sections at different depths (0, 0.9 and 1.5 km) have different resistivities referring roughly to the bathymetry, which is increased stepwise from 200 to 1500 m around the island. The total number of cells in the x and y direction is 139 and 133, respectively, with the y-axis parallel to the ridge. Iceland itself extends 400 km in the x direction and 250 km (360 km including the peninsula in the northwest) in the y direction. The geodynamic data sets were projected onto the MT grid for depths greater than 6.67 km. In the low temperature region of the uppermost crust, the resistivity is limited by a maximum value of 1000 m, which is a well established value for basaltic upper crustal rocks. Beneath that depth, the resistivity varies according to the temperature and melt fraction of the geodynamic models. Figs 4(b) to (e) show the resistivity distribution of the reference model DPRM and three other dynamic models; note that only the innermost part of the models are shown to concentrate on the effect of the plume.
The resistivity distribution ρ of the reference model DPRM (with T P = 135 K and melt extraction threshold ϕ ex = 0.01; Fig. 4b ) is shown for a vertical section along the ridge axis and two sections perpendicular to it, one crossing the plume and the other crossing the ridge far from the plume. In a 100-km-wide zone along the ridge axis, the resistivity in the upper 60 km is strongly reduced by a factor of approximately 0.1 compared with that of normal mantle. Below 60 km depth, the thermal gradient flattens and normal mantle resistivities are reached at a depth of approximately 80 km. The presence of the plume widens this area. In the central part of the plume, where the melt fraction reaches or is close to the threshold value, the resistivity is additionally reduced down to a value of approximately 20 to 30 m compared with approximately 200 m at the same depth below the normal ocean ridge. Models with a lower plume excess temperature ( T P = 50 K, ϕ ex = 0.01) and/or a lower melt fraction threshold ( T P = 135 K, ϕ ex = 0.001) do not show such a central region of reduced resistivity and thus do not vary strongly from normal ridge conditions (Fig. 4c) . If the melt fraction threshold is higher ( T P = 135 K, ϕ ex = 0.03), resistivities as low as 10 to 20 m prevail between 50 and 110 km depth in a 125-km-wide region (Fig. 4d) . For an increased T P ( T P = 220 K, ϕ ex = 0.01), the region with ρ = 20 m expands in all directions. The model with the lower background temperature shows nearly no changes in the resistivity distribution. If no melt extraction is allowed, the maximum degree of partial melt reaches 28 per cent: under these conditions the shape of the low-resistivity region broadens dramatically and stretches out under large parts of the adjacent ridge (Fig. 4e) .
Magnetotelluric transfer functions
MT transfer functions at a field site depend on the conductivity distribution underneath; thus model studies serve to find out under which conditions a plume might be detected by MT observations. In this paper, a 3-D FD code (Mackie et al. 1994 ) is used to evaluate model transfer functions for plane wave excitation. Deviations from the plane wave approximation are frequently observed at high latitudes and will usually decrease the influence of conductivity anomalies. As usual, the transfer functions are derived in the frequency domain from the complex Fourier transform of the horizontal electric E and magnetic B fields by a bivariate approach: E = ZB, where Z is the complex and frequency-dependent impedance tensor. In the following, the complex off-diagonal elements of Z, i.e. Z xy and Z yx , are presented as apparent resistivities ρ a,xy and ρ a,yx , and phases φ xy and φ yx . The x direction points towards east, the y direction towards north; i.e. ρ a,yx and φ yx refer to magnetic field variations to the east and electric field variations to the north, which is the direction parallel to the ridge axis in the model. Fig. 5 shows the apparent resistivities ρ a and phases φ for different dynamic models at a site in the centre of the island directly above the plume where the effects are strongest. The high ρ a values at short periods represent the high resistivity near the surface. Towards longer periods, the wavefields penetrate into the deeper, less resistive parts of the model. For the DPRM, the ρ a decreases from 700 m at a period of 10 s to 30 m for ρ a,xy and 60 m for ρ a,yx at the longer period end. The difference results from the 2-D structure of the ridge. The phases accordingly show a maximum of ca 70
• at periods of 20 s and then decrease to 45
• and below, also differing slightly as a result of the 2-D ridge structure.
For different excess temperatures T P (50, 135, 220 K) all the curves look very similar. However, significant differences occur for varying melt fractions: at periods between 10-50 s the phases of the models differ by roughly 10
• between ϕ ex = 0.1 and 3 per cent. This leads to a stronger decrease of the resistivities in this period range resulting in a difference of a factor 4 at the longer periods. Extreme values are given for the model without extraction (maximum ϕ = 28 per cent) with phases shifted upwards by up to 15
• and ρ a decreased by an order of magnitude for the longer periods. Fig. 6 presents the influence of the plume compared to that of the ridge in the transfer functions for ϕ ex = 1 per cent, 3 per cent and no extraction. Again the largest differences occur for no extraction, but more interesting are the other two cases: for φ xy , there are only slight differences of 4
• at most for ϕ ex = 1 per cent and differences up to 8
• for ϕ ex = 3 per cent. For φ yx , the differences reach 12
• at periods ≤200 s being significant for both melt extractions. As in Fig. 5 , the larger the phase, the stronger the decrease of the apparent resistivity with significantly different levels towards longer periods. Thus the plume is most likely detected from the MT transfer functions at φ yx at periods around 200 s. 
Seismic velocities within a dynamic model of a ridge-centred plume
Because the absolute temperature has to be used for calculating seismic velocity anomalies (cf. eq. 5) a reference temperature-depth profile has to be specified. We use a profile through the mantle taken at some distance from the plume (at y = 0) at an x position corresponding to a 20 Myr old lithosphere. Thus all our seismic anomalies are taken with respect to a 20 Myr old lithosphere/ mantle. Fig. 7(a) shows the seismic anomalies of the DPRM in a vertical cross-section through the plume. In Fig. 8(a) , the 135 K curve shows a vertical profile through the plume centre. While the temperature effect within the plume stem leads to a reduction of V S of approximately −2 per cent, the combined temperature and melt effect reduces V S in the plume head by as much as −9 per cent. Recall- ing that the melt fraction hardly exceeds the extraction threshold of 1 per cent, eq. (10) reveals that within the shallow plume/ridge region essentially the high temperatures contribute to the strong anomalies (by up to −8 per cent). This strong temperature effect can be understood when it is realized that we compare shallow plume and ridge temperatures of up to approximately 1400
• C at 20 to 50 km model depth to a 20 Myr lithosphere, which has a temperature of 800 to 1000
• C at the same depth. Indeed, this effect already leads to a strong anomaly (up to −7 per cent) of the ridge alone, as demonstrated by the ridge only curve in Fig. 8(a) . Comparing the ridge only curve with the plume curve (DPRM, i.e. the 135 K curve in Fig. 8a) shows that the plume contribution to the total anomaly is not larger that −5 per cent. The effect of the plume is strongest at a depth of approximately 100 km. Furthermore, the plume significantly increases the width of the V S anomaly zone (up to 500 km for the DPRM, Fig. 7a ) compared with the ridge only (which has a width of approximately only 200 km in our simulations). The effect of different extraction thresholds, i.e. melt fractions, is shown in Figs 7(b) and (c) (and accordingly Fig. 8b ). While the seismic anomaly of the plume stem is not affected, the anomalies in the plume head are clearly dependent on the melt fraction. For nearly immediate melt extraction (0.1 per cent threshold, fractional melting), the V S anomaly represents essentially the temperature signal. It reveals that as a result of cooling by consumption of latent heat, the V S anomaly first decreases in the lower part of the plume head. Increasing the extraction threshold to 3 per cent leads to a progressive increase of melt fraction from 0 to 3 per cent between 122 and 86 km depth, which corresponds to a strong increase in V S anomaly.
The effect of different plume excess temperatures is shown in Figs 7(d) and (e) (and accordingly Fig. 8a) . Although the excess temperature decreases to approximately 50 per cent of its initial value during the ascent through the upper mantle (see Paper I), the seismic anomalies increase towards shallower depths. Clearly both the plume stem and plume head are affected by the different temperatures. The colder plume stem hardly shows up as a seismic anomaly, the hot plume produces a significant anomaly within the plume stem.
Inspecting the different plume profiles in Fig. 8(b) reveals an interesting double low-velocity zone (LVZ) for the two hotter plumes (one in 33 km and one in 105 or 133 km depth, respectively). The deeper LVZ is a consequence of the onset of melting. However, the amplitude of the anomaly decreases upon further plume ascent because progressive melting cools the plume as a result of consumption of latent heat, while melt extraction keeps the melt fraction constant above the lower peak. At shallower depth this effect is outpaced by hot plume temperatures compared with the reference lithosphere and a second, stronger anomaly produces the shallower LVZ. If the melt fraction is higher (3 per cent, Fig. 8a ), the melt effect overprints the double LVZ and leads to one strong LVZ with a maximum anomaly of almost −15 per cent.
DISC U S S I O N

Evaluating the possibility of detecting the Iceland plume with MT data
All plume models reduce the mantle resistivity only slightly compared with a normal ridge setting. MT signals can only identify the presence of a mantle plume at low depth (ca 50-120 km). Thus, for the models with ϕ ex = 0.001 and also with ϕ ex = 0.01, the effect of the ridge prevails even on the most promising location above the plume centre. The small differences in the transfer functions between the corresponding models including and not including the plume are obvious (Fig. 6) . In real field data, such small deviations would probably lie within the error limits. These small differences further decrease if we take into account a mantle depletion as a result of the melting process (Fig. 2) . As a result of depletion, the solid rock conductivity decreases and lowers the resulting effective conductivity in the plume significantly.
For ϕ ex = 0.03, the situation changes. The distinction between ridge and plume signal becomes stronger (Fig. 6 ) and reaches observable values. Even in the case of mantle depletion, the strong signal from the plume holds, because the amount of high conducting melt is sufficient to provide observable high effective conductivities. Therefore, a significant decrease in the apparent resistivity and corresponding values for the phase at periods larger than 1000 s (cf. Figs 5 and 6 ) will indicate the existence of the plume with the melt fraction in the corresponding depth exceeding 3 per cent.
Unfortunately for MTs, we cannot show comparisons between these models and real data yet. Since 1999, long-period MT measurements have been carried out on Iceland. First analyses were made by König (1999) and Salat (2002) for three sites but the data have to be analysed more intensely, especially with respect to the influence of varying source geometries of the polar electrojet. Another problem is the need for long-lasting time segments of continuous recording of the electric and magnetic field variations; instrumental failures often led to time segments too short to use them for long-period statistics. However, the still ongoing measurements are promising and will provide MT transfer functions for periods up to 50 000 or 100 000 s.
The models discussed in this paper show transfer functions based on maximum contrasts for the chosen parameters. Real rocks probably will more likely show gradients instead of distinct transitions between different conductivities. Furthermore, additional good conducting layers in the crust or the upper mantle will decrease the penetration depth of the electromagnetic waves and lead to a worse resolution. As shown by Beblo & Björnsson (1978 , 1980 , Beblo et al. (1983) and Eysteinsson & Hermance (1985) beneath wide areas of Iceland a high conducting zone exists in the crust (at around 10 km depth) that was not considered in this paper. The observed apparent resistivities at some relevant sites show a distinct minimum (and a corresponding phase) at periods between 70 and 120 s. Therefore, the shape of the transfer functions shown in this paper will change if considering such a conducting layer. Then the signal from the mantle plume will be less significant unless the melt fraction is above 3 per cent.
Comparison with seismological observations
It is interesting to compare our predicted seismic velocity anomalies with seismological observations of the Iceland plume. Teleseismic traveltime anomalies have been inverted for the 3-D mantle structure beneath the Iceland region by Wolfe et al. (1997) . The solutions show a cylindrical LVZ with a diameter of approximately 300 km that extends from 100 to at least 400 km depth beneath central Iceland. The magnitude of the anomaly is approximately −2 to −4 per cent for S waves. Based on a 35-station network of broad-band seismometers of the Iceland HOTSPOT project, Foulger et al. (2001) were able to resolve the anomalies between 60 and 450 km depth. V S amplitudes of up to −4.9 per cent were found within a low-velocity conduit with a diameter of 200 to 250 km. The smaller horizontal extent of 200 km is in agreement with results on the basis of apparent attenuation observations by Allen et al. (1999) . In a recent study by Allen et al. (2002) , the Iceland HOTSPOT project data set has been complemented by the SIL and ICEMELT data (Bjarnason et al. 1996) and local surface waves have been used to correct for crustal structures. As a result, a maximum V S anomaly of −3.8 per cent has been found in a pseudo-cylindrical structure, slightly elongated in a north-south direction. Finite frequency traveltime tomography, which accounts for seismic wave front healing, seems to indicate that S velocity perturbations may be approximately 1-2 times larger than the results based on ray theory alone (Hung et al. 2003) . From these studies, an expected range of S velocity anomalies within the plume stem may be estimated, which is plotted as a box in Fig. 9 for comparison with the modelled velocities. At first sight, high plume excess temperatures of approximately 220 K at 150 to 300 km depth may explain the tomographic data. If, however, the observations represent a lower bound because of wave front healing effects, even higher excess temperatures (180 to 360 K) are needed. Before an alternative interpretation is presented, we have to focus our attention to the plume head region.
The regional tomographic models discussed so far are based on stations on land only and do not seem to reveal the shallow, laterally extended structure of the expected spreading plume head. Allen (Fig. 9 , dashed-dotted curve). The uppermost part of the inverted LVZ might be partly affected by comparing crustal velocities in Iceland with mantle velocities beneath the Iceland plateau. A second LVZ at 110 km depth seems to be a robust feature of the inversion.
Comparing the dashed-dotted curve with the model results suggest that plume excess temperatures of 135 K at 200 km depth and roughly 1 per cent melt extraction threshold could explain the central Iceland data. Somewhat higher melt fractions (2 per cent) might be possible in the upper part of the plume head (cf. Fig. 9 ). Interestingly, the second, deeper LVZs of the S inversions and the model agree well in position and amplitude.
Obviously the inferred moderate plume head excess temperature ( T P = 135 K) and the hot plume stem (>220 K at 200 km depth) do not fit together. Furthermore, the hot plume has been discarded in Paper I because it produces an unrealistic crustal thickness. One possible way to reconcile these findings is to incorporate water into the plume. Karato & Jung (1998) have argued that small amounts of water affect seismic velocities of olivine not directly by the reduction of bond strength, but indirectly by increasing the mobility of defects such as dislocations, i.e. by increasing seismic wave attenuation. The water-enhanced increase in mobility can be accounted for by inserting a factor M q into eq. (6) (Karato & Jung 1998) , where M = 1 for dry conditions and M > 1 gives the amplification of dislocation mobility as a result of water (i.e. the increase in strain rate in creep experiments). Based on laboratory experiments at 300 MPa ambient pressure, Hirth & Kohlstedt (1996) propose a linear relationship between M and the water concentration C OH dissolved in olivine of approximately M = 0.56C OH (C OH in ppm H/Si). Assuming that the plume contains small amounts of water, while the reference mantle is dry, the dotted curves show the effect of water on the 135 K plume (Fig. 9) . A 10-fold dislocation mobility increase is sufficient to raise the anomaly to observed values, higher values (30 to 100) are needed if the seismic anomaly turns out to be stronger. Upon melting, most of the water will be dissolved in the melt being extracted, leaving behind an essentially dry plume head. Thus seismic anomalies in the plume head are characterized essentially by a dry partially molten mantle, while the plume stem may be wet.
The effect of water on melting is to reduce the solidus. The onset of melting is shifted downward, but the degree of melting is small for temperatures between the wet solidus and dry solidus. Thus, the contribution of hydrous melts to the total volume of melts is small in the plume as well as under mid-oceanic ridges and will not result in a significant increase of crustal thickness. Furthermore, stiffening of the mantle by dehydration of the matrix is known to reduce active upwelling in the melting parts of the plume (Ito et al. 1999) and will thus rather reduce melt production in it, leading to a thinner crust; however, hydrous melting would have to be modelled explicitly in order to make quantitative predictions, which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it has to be noted that water and also anisotropy may lead to changes in the estimated seismic and MT characteristics shown in this paper.
Another interesting point is that the modelled velocity decrease is similar to the velocity decrease as a result of ellipsoidal inclusions of aspect ratio 0.05 to 0.1 or of tubular channels (Mavko 1980; Schmeling 1985b ). These aspect ratios are one order of magnitude higher than those calculated for the electrical conductivities (cf. Table 3 ). As one possibility, this inconsistency can be explained with a bimodal melt distribution, e.g. melt pockets connected through strongly elongated ellipses or films, and how seismic and electromagnetic waves respond to melt inclusions: a reduction of seismic velocities is mainly caused by large melt pockets, which do not have to be connected necessarily, whereas MTs is sensitive to laterally expanded conductors, i.e. connected melt inclusions or films. Alternatively, the higher aspect ratios of the seismic model could be used for the electrical conductivity models. Then the modelled extraction threshold would correspond to a melt distribution of reduced connectivity, and the effect of melt on electrical conductivity would be smaller. In this case, the resistivities shown in Fig. 4 would represent lower bounds.
CONC L U S I O N S
The synthetic observables from the geodynamic modelling and the available observations lead to the following conclusions concerning the plume: (i) the appropriate plume excess temperature T P at 200 km depth is 135 K;
(ii) the suitable melt extraction threshold ϕ ex is 1 per cent.
These values explain crustal thicknesses of Iceland and the normal ridge and Iceland seismic observations of the plume head. Increasing T P to 220 K demands higher ϕ ex (3 per cent) to get reasonable crustal thicknesses above the plume region; however, in this case, no normal oceanic crust is generated. Lower T P and ϕ ex create model data that do not explain the seismic observations for the plume head. However, the inferred moderate plume head excess temperature (135 K) does not explain the seismic plume stem data.
(i) To fit the seismic data in the plume stem, a small amount of water is incorporated into the plume, causing a dry plume head and a wet stem. This will not influence the MT data, because the lateral extent of the plume stem is too small compared with its depth.
(ii) If the plume head contains only 1 per cent of melt, the MT transfer functions cannot resolve the additional plume signal in this special case of a ridge-plume interaction. A significant influence is not observed until the melt extraction threshold ϕ ex amounts to at least 3 per cent.
(iii) The chosen values for the plume excess temperature T P and the melt extraction threshold ϕ ex lead to a vertical velocity of the plume of 13 cm yr −1 at the bottom of the melting zone. (iv) The mantle rock depletion has only small influence on the seismic and MT data.
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Shankland and an anonymous referee for valuable comments and constructive criticism. i = 1, 2, 3, and σ s and σ f are the conductivities of solid mantle rock and melt, respectively. n 1 = n 2 = −2h
If N > 4, the melt phase is fully connected and the effective conductivity can be approximated by the upper Hashin-Shtrikman bound σ HS+ (Hashin & Shtrikman 1963) :
